CENTRAL DOORWAY FOAM SANITIZING SYSTEM

The “CENTRAL DOORWAY FOAM SANITIZING SYSTEM” automates the process of sanitizing boots, wheels on carts and lift truck tires.

- Wide coverage of the spray goes directly on the floor, so people do not have to go out of their way to step in the sanitizing liquid.
- Systems run on a timed basis.
- Each unit can be adjusted for more or less output, depending on the traffic of each doorway.
- Available in single or double door units.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Single foam unit covers one doorway.
- User adjustable timed on/off cycle.
- Foam consistency is easily adjustable with a single “Wet Foam/Dry Foam” valve.
- Includes one spray nozzle which can cover up to a 9’x5’ area and 10’ of tubing.
- Operated on water, compressed air & 110 VAC power.
- Automatically mixes water and chemical with hydro-minder proportioner.
- Central Mixing Tank and Air Pump eliminate water pressure fluctuation to give a more consistent foam and chemical concentration.
- Mix Tank available to accommodate dual product injector.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Water temperature up to 160 degrees
- Pressure 35-125 psi
- Flow up to 36 pm

OPTIONS

- **Two Door Unit** covers two doors
- **Double Door Unit** covers large man doors to double forklift doors

---

**Diagram:**

- Header lines out to Foam Stations
- PVC for header must be ordered separately

---

Minimum 10 Feet